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Pliny The Younger & Mt. 
Vesuvius 
How Pliny the 
Younger’s Letters 
about Mt. Vesuvius 
were key to modern 
Volcanologists 
By Taylor Huxley 
History Student at Wright State University: Ancient 
Science Class 
Pliny The Younger 
Pliny the Younger was the nephew to Pliny the Elder, and 
while he wasn’t directly on Pompeii when the volcano 
erupted, he and his mother were able to watch Pliny the 
Elder directly on Pompeii rfom a distance. On the account of 
Cornelius Tacitus, a Roman historian, Pliny the Younger 
wrote down the events that his uncle endured and the 
destruction that followed when Mt. Vesuvius erupted. 
Pliny The Younger’s Letters 
Pliny the Younger’s letters became a crucial keystone to 
showing people what happened that day in Pompeii. Little 
was known about the event, let alone volcanoes. This means 
that Pliny’s el tters were so descriptive and helpful that for 
anyone who was  able to read and apply them, would have 
basically have the experience that most people probably had 
when living through Pompeii. However Pliny the Younger 
was probably unaware with how crucial his letters would be 
to modern day volcanologists. 
Where Exactly Was Pliny The Younger? 
Pliny the Younger and his mother stayed in Misenum, and 
did not cross into Pompeii with his uncle Pliny the Elder, who 
was attempting to rescue anybody who required his help. 
Pliny the Younger wrote notes of the event with what he saw 
himself, and also utilized resources from first hand accounts 
that were with Pliny the Elder during the eruption and 
attempt at evacuation. 
The Key For Modern Volcanologists 
Pliny the Younger’s letters were so crucial for modern 
volcanologists, and he probably wasn’t even aware of how 
important his letters would be for future scientists. First of 
all, Pliny’s letters were extremely detailed. Pliny was able to 
capture so many elements about the volcano when it 
erupted, for example he writes “took note of a strangely 
shaped and sized cloud…its general appearance can be best 
expressed as being like an umbrella pine, for it rose to a 
great height on a sort of trunk and then split off into 
branches, I imagine because it was thrust upwards by the 
first blast and then left unsupported as the pressure 
subsided, or else it was borne down by its own weight so 
that it spread out and gradually dispersed. Sometimes ti
looked white, sometimes blotched and dirty, according to 
the amount of soil and ashes t ci arried with ti.” (Pliny The 
Younger’s Letters). 
His extremely vivid capture of the volcano gave modern 
volcanologists the ability to take the time and recreate the 
eruption of Mt. Vesuvius. Due to Pliny the Younger’s letters, 
he gave overall accounts of time, as to how long the eruption 
and aftershock took. Modern day volcanologists were able to 
take Pliny’s letters, and recreate the fateful of Pompeii, and 
also take the information that Pliny the Younger had, and 
apply them to past and current volcanoes. For example Pliny 
the Younger noted he ef lt an earthquake prior to Mt. 
Vesuvius erupting, and even after the eruption he noted that 
there were earthquakes. This si key ni formation to possibly 
understanding precursors and after effects of volcanic 
activity. 
After Thoughts
It’s possible modern day volcanologists may have discovered 
some of this information without Pliny the Younger’s letters, 
but that’s not a certainty. Pliny the Younger’s letters were 
factual and crucial to helping us understand the event of 
Pompeii and volcanoes today. 
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